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the Artificial Intelligence era

AI: computations that make it possible to perceive, 

reason, and act.

Game playing, natural language processing, 

reasoning, prediction, understanding sound, 

image, voice, etc
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- segmentation into different 

objects, animals, humans,…

- semantics (scene understanding,

scene reconstruction)

- ...

- Pixel 1

- Pixel 2

- Pixel 3

- ...

why is AI difficult?
case in point: image recognition



Approach 1: Copy human brain

>100 years...?

How to develop AI?



Approach 2: Create our own alternatives of the human brain

i.e. devise our own algorithms for understanding sounds, images, etc.

Classical approach in AI research, mediocre results…

How to develop AI?



Approach 3: Create an algorithm whose goal is to search over algorithms in 

order to identify some algorithm that does a good job in understanding 

images, sounds !?!

How? Start with a complex model with so many parameters that it can 

express very complicated reasoning processes and progressively improve it

on expensive hardware so it does well on a large corpus of training examples 

where to find those examples?

in humanity’s enormous digital 

footprint of the past decades

approach used in the past ~10-15

years; extremely successful

computationally heavy, data hungry & fragile

How to develop AI?

http://image-net.org/


Data is the new oil

[The Economist, “The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data,” May 6, 2017]



Recent AI Breakthroughs



Already widely deployed in practice

Image Recognition

Breakthroughs in various other image tasks e.g.
• image generation

• deblurring

• super-resolution

• style transfer

• …

deblurring style transfersynthetic image generation



≤ 1% pixels 

observed

the true redacted 

images

our algorithm’s 

reconstruction

Image Imputation 
(used e.g. in Medical Imaging)

[Dagan, Daskalakis, Darras, Dimakis, “Score-Guided Intermediate Level Optimization: Fast 

Langevin Mixing for Inverse Problems,” International Conference on Machine Learning, 2022]

Technical Idea: having seen 

many unredacted images 

during training can be 

exploited at deployment to 

inform the reconstruction



Medical Imaging

[Jalal, Arvinte, Daras, Price, Dimakis, Tamir NeurIPS’21]



Language model = an AI model that predicts the next 

word in a sentence given the words that precede it

Text Generation
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ChatGPT



DALL-E 2

text prompt → image



prompt: an astronaut riding a horse in… 

…photorealistic style …in the style of Andy Warhol …as a pencil drawing

text prompt → image

DALL-E 2



AI Breakthroughs & Underlying 

Technological Innovations

Learning Methods

Neural Net Architectures

Hardware

Learning Models

Major opportunities for 

complete transformation of 

industries

… or some %’s product 

quality improvements

… or some %’s cost 

improvements

… or some %’s productivity 

improvements

even small %’s → large 

impact



Example Opportunities

Healthcare/Life Sciences
➢ imaging (eg detection, segmentation, annotation, imputation)

➢ VR supported surgery & psychological treatment (e.g. exposure therapy)

➢ telemedicine

➢ natural language processing (eg clinical record summarization, patient 

support chatbots, flagging, triaging)

➢ clinical decision making, personalized and evidence-based medicine, 

post-treatment monitoring, continual vital sign monitoring, wearable 

devices, assisted living

➢ drug/vaccine discovery and repurposing

➢ error reduction and drug side-effect /prediction

➢ multi-omics, single-cell genomics

➢ clinical trial design

➢ epidemic management

➢ data privacy

➢ cost of care reduction

➢ …
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Supply Chains
➢ e.g. end-to-end supply chain visibility and transparency, 

warehouse management, demand and price prediction, 
supplier management, automated contracting, financing, 
ocean transportation availability prediction

Advertising

➢ e.g. ad effectiveness, sales attribution, personalized advertising, ad 

customization, ad campaign design

Environment

➢ e.g. emission reduction (factories, offices, supply chain optimization), 

renewable energy source operations & load management, equipment 

failure prediction, traffic optimization w/ autonomous vehicles, cloud 

server optimization, conservation efforts (using 

UAV/cameras/sensors for monitoring, tracking & forecasting), 

agriculture optimization (pest & disease control, yield optimization 

through local weather, soil, erosion analytics)

Security

➢ e.g. code vulnerability detection, protecting airports and ports from 

terrorist attacks, protecting national parks from poachers

Finance/Banking

➢ e.g. alternative data sources, individual loan behavior prediction, risk 

assessment and compliance

Aviation Industry

➢ e.g. air traffic control, dynamic ticket pricing, delay prediction, flight 

optimization, crew scheduling, predictive maintenance, training pilots

Example Opportunities

yet…



AI systems can be 

unreliable
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[Kevin Lacker’s blog][Gary Marcus, Ernest Davis]

GPT-3 

Q&A 

AI systems can be 

unreliable (cont.)



AI systems can be biased



AI systems can be 

manipulated

[Athalye, Engstrom, Ilyas, Kwok ICML’18] [Engstrom et al. 2019]

http://data/turtle_riffle.mp4


AI systems can be 

manipulated (cont.)

This is an inherent limitation for the standard Deep Learning paradigm 

[Daskalakis, Skoulakis, Zampetakis: “The Complexity of Constrained Min-

Max Optimization,” Symposium on Theory of Computing, 2021]



AI systems may

collude

Example: AI for dynamic 

pricing  

Setting: Duopoly w/ two 

symmetric firms 

Independent Learning:

firms cannot communicate 

other than setting prices, 

observing their profit and 

adjusting their price using 

some standard AI algorithm

average profit of 

AI agents

profit under 

full collusion

profit under 

competitive behavior
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AI systems may

collude (cont.)

[Calvano, Calzolari, Denicolo, Pastorello: “Artificial Intelligence, Algorithmic 

Pricing, and Collusion,” American Economic Review, 2020]

How 

deviations are 

punished by 

the learned 

price policies

Example: AI for dynamic 

pricing 

Setting: Duopoly w/ two 

symmetric firms 

Independent Learning:

firms cannot communicate 

other than setting prices, 

observing their profit and 

adjusting their price using 

some standard AI algorithm



AI systems might

conspire against us (?)



what goes wrong?

Recent AI Breakthroughs



Model Training ≅
Start with a 

complex model with so many parameters

that it can express very complicated reasoning processes

and 

progressively improve it

on expensive hardware

so it does well on a

large corpus of training examples

obtained from the real world

Current approach to AI is extremely 
data-centric

might be biased

so complex that unclear what each 

parameter does & how robust it is;

interpretability/fragility issues

training might 

not converge

might not be available 

to everyone

will most probably fail to capture how other 

agents will interact with our model

the AI might invent its own 

objectives that are misaligned 

with human values but help it do 

well in the training task 

http://image-net.org/


So how to build reliable AI?

Trained Model

Deployment

Data Model Training

Of Key Importance: 

➢ data collection (to remove bias) 

➢ data cleaning

➢ data harmonization

➢ data augmentation

➢ data privacy

➢ data acquisition technology at data 

collection & at model deployment

Of Key Importance:

➢ infusing domain knowledge into the AI model

- don’t leave it completely unconstrained (but also 

don’t over-constrain it)

- deep neural networks are not always the winner!

➢ choosing model architecture to reduce effective dimensionality

- a billion observations is not “big data” when what your 

model has too many degrees of freedom

➢ starting small: a good Roomba is way easier than a self-driving car

➢ interacting with stake-holders (users, developers, parties that may  

be negatively impacted by your model)

➢ strategic reasoning, robustness to distribution shift

Thank you!


